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Pre-Algebra
Lesson: May 20, 2020

Objective/Learning Target:  
I can write an equation given two points.



Warm-Up:                                                                     Answers on next slide

Match each term with its correct definition or formula.

1)   Slope

2) Y-intercept

3)  Linear Equation

4) Slope Intercept form

A)  The point where a line crosses the 
y-axis

B)  y = mx + b

C)  Rise
  Run

D)  An equation with two variables that 
graphs as a straight line



Warm-Up:    Answer Key
1)   Slope

2) Y-intercept

3)  Linear Equation

4) Slope Intercept form

A)  The point where a line crosses the 
y-axis

B)  y = mx + b

C)  Rise
  Run

D)  An equation with two variables that 
graphs as a straight line



Review: How to Count Slope from a Graph



Review: How to Use the Slope Formula
Find the slope of the line that goes through the points (2,5) and (4,8).



There are two axes on the coordinate 
plane: the x-axis and the y-axis. 

When your line crosses one of those 
axes, it is called an intercept. 

For slope-intercept form, we want to 
find the  y - intercept:  The point 
where the line crosses the y-axis.

 

Review: What is an Intercept?



Example:

Review: Equation in Slope-Intercept Form



Video:  

Take notes on a 
piece of paper
as you watch 

this video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr6WXLCW5ss


① Count the slope between the two points. 
Between these two points, you would count 
down 8 units and right 4 units, so the slope is  
౼8/4 or  ౼2

② Find the y-intercept on the graph.
The y-intercept is given. It is (0,౼4). 

③ Plug the slope and y-intercept into the 
equation in slope-intercept form.

           y = ౼2x ౼ 4 

         

How To: Write an Equation from Two Points on a Graph



Example 1:
① Count the slope between the two points. 
   Between these two points, you would count up 2 units and right 2 

units, so the slope is  2/2 or  1

② Find the y-intercept on the graph.
The y-intercept is not given. Use the slope to create more 

points, or draw a line through both points using a straightedge to 
see where it crosses the y-axis. 

   (See example to the right.)  You would find
the point (0,2). This is the y-intercept.

③ Plug the slope and y-intercept into the equation in 
slope-intercept form.

              y = 1x + 2      or      y = x + 
2

         



Example 2:
① Count the slope between the two points. 
   Between these two points, you would count down 3 units and 

right 2 units, so the slope is  ౼3/2

② Find the y-intercept on the graph.
The y-intercept is not given. Use the slope to create more 

points, or draw a line through both points using a straightedge to 
see where it crosses the y-axis. 

   (See example to the right.)  You would find the 
   point (0,0). This is the y-intercept.

③ Plug the slope and y-intercept into the equation in 
slope-intercept form.

   y = ౼3/2x + 0      or      y = ౼3/2x       



How To: Write an Equation from Two Points 

① Find the slope: Plug the points into the Slope Formula.
Notice:     x1=0       y1=౼5        x2=1        y2=౼4

The formula is:   y2 ౼ y1       To set it up:   ౼4  ౼  ౼5 Solve/Reduce:   1 

             x2 ౼ x1               1 ౼ 0     1

② Find the y-intercept: Plug in one point into the slope-intercept equation.
The y-intercept was given! It is (0,౼5). 

       
③ Write the equation in slope-intercept form.

 y = 1x ౼ 5   or     y = x ౼ 5

Write the equation in slope-intercept form of a line that passes through the points (0,౼5) and (1,౼4).

or   1



Example 3:
Write the equation in slope-intercept form of a line that passes through the points (౼4,౼3) and (0,2).

① Find the slope: Plug the points into the Slope Formula.
Notice:     x1=౼4       y1=౼3        x2=0        y2=2

The formula is:   y2 ౼ y1       To set it up:     2  ౼  ౼3 Solve/Reduce:   5 

             x2 ౼ x1               0 ౼ ౼4     4

② Find the y-intercept: Plug in one point into the slope-intercept equation.
The y-intercept was given! It is (0,2). 

       
③ Write the equation in slope-intercept form.

 y =     x + 2 5
4



Example 4:
Write the equation in slope-intercept form of a line that passes through the points (౼4,౼2) and (4,4).

① Find the slope: Plug the points into the Slope Formula.
Notice:     x1=౼4       y1=౼2        x2=4        y2=4

The formula is:   y2 ౼ y1       To set it up:     4  ౼  ౼2 Solve/Reduce:   6               

             x2 ౼ x1              4 ౼ ౼4     8                

② Find the y-intercept: Plug in one point into the slope-intercept equation.
The formula: y = mx + b. Use ¾ for slope (m) and use the point (4,4).
Set it up:    4  = ¾(4)+ b

  4  =    3    + b
 -3       -3
  1  =         b   

③ Write the equation in slope-intercept form.

y =  ¾x + 1 

or  ¾



Practice 1:                                               Answers on next slide
Find the equation of each line. (Two points are given.) 

①    ②    ③    

⑥   (4, ౼1)          (౼2, ౼4)④   (౼4, 4)          (0,౼2) ⑤   (0, ౼3)          (1, ౼2)



Practice 1:                  Answer Key

①    
y = ౼2x + 1

②   
y = ౼ 3
    

③   
y = ½x

⑥   
y = ½x ౼ 3

④   
y = ౼     x ౼ 2

⑤   
y = x ౼33

2



Additional Resources:

Writing an Equation with Two Points - Lesson and Practice Problems

Writing an Equation with Two Points - Online practice

Lesson with Examples - Khan Academy

https://www.katesmathlessons.com/using-points-to-write-equation-in-slope-intercept-form.html
https://www.ixl.com/math/grade-8/write-a-linear-equation-from-two-points
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra/x2f8bb11595b61c86:forms-of-linear-equations/x2f8bb11595b61c86:writing-slope-intercept-equations/v/equation-of-a-line-3

